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Reminder

Until this point we were discussing DES, which is a block cypher.
However most variants of the DES are outdated, thus it is advised not
to use them (to be fair, one variant of the triple-DES algorithm
("keying 1") can be used for "home purposes", however the
meet-in-the middle type attacks reduce the effective key size from
3 × 56 bit to 112 bit, so its use is also discouraged).

The successor of the DES system is also a block cypher, called AES.



Symmetric cryptosystems - AES

Advanced Encryption Standard (2001)

Since most of the steps of the AES encryption are performed over
finite fields, we only discuss the general idea behind this algorithm.

Block size: 128 bit (4 × 4 byte matrix).

Key size: 128, 192, 256 bit (the 192 and 256 bit keys are
sufficient for the encryption of TOP SECRET grade NSA
material). The key is also stored as a matrix. The usage of a 192
bit key takes 20% more CPU time (compared to the 128 bit one),
and the 256 bit key takes up to 40% more.

Number of rounds: similar to DES the encryption also happens
in rounds which are (almost) the same. The number of rounds (n)
depends on the size of the key: 10, 12, or 14 (this justifies the
extra 20 or 40% CPU time).
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Main steps of the AES

1 Key expansion: by using a key-function (substitutions, shifts)
we create the round-specific subkeys: depending on the size of
the key, the actual subkey consists of 4/6/8 4 byte long
keywords.

2 Inital round (0.): the initial key (which corresponds to the 0.th
rounf) gets added to the plain text by using a XOR operation.

3 Next n − 1 rounds: four operations performed after each other:
1 SubBytes: the substitution of the bytes of the current message by

a so-called Rihndael S-box. The task of this box is to mask
(sever) the connection between the key and the encrypted text.

2 ShiftRows: a simple row shift inside the matrices.
3 MixColumns: substitutions over a finite field performed on the

columns of the message matrix.
4 AddRoundKey: the same operation as was performed at round 0..
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Main steps of the AES - cont.

4 LAst round: a regular round with the exception that there is no
MixColumns step.

Note

Only the AddRoundKey operation increases the security of the
encrypted text. The task of the other operations is to mask and severe
the connection between the key and the message and to provide that
(by using the same key) small changes in the message (e.g. changing
only one letter, leaving out a comma, etc.) results in a totally different
encrypted text (avalanche effect).
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Decryption

Since in every step we perform matrix operations and a XOR
operation, thus it is easy to invert them. This means that decryption is
done similarly as encryption. However different variations of the AES
algorithm implement small modifications which ensure that
decryption is not entirely the same as the inverted version of the
encryption.

Note
Researchers (and hackers) are working tirelessly to break AES. The current
best result is that it is possible to break a 128 bit key in O(2126) time (so
basically it is enough to break a 126 bit key instead of a 128 bit one). This
means that it only requires a "few" billion years to break AES − 128 (by
using the current supercomputers). Thus the best way to acquire the key is to
use the brue-force method directly on the person who fabricated the key
(instead of on the algorithm itself).
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How to use AES

By using the OpenSSL program it is easy to encrypt our files with AES

openssl aes-128-cbc -k <passwd> -in <infile> -out <outfile>

openssl aes-128-cbc -k apple -in message.txt -out message.aes

To decrypt we only need add the -d flag for example before the -in (-d
-in). Of course 128 can be changed to 192 or 256.

It is important that while typing the password it is visible to anybody
who is standing "behind our back". If we want to avoid this, simply
omit the -k flag. In this case the program will ask us the password,
however it will not be visible during typing.
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The idea behind stream cyphers is that instead of cutting the
information into blocks, the encryption is done during the transfer of
the information units (numbers, characters, words, etc.). At first
glance this idea seems similar to what we saw at the "block ciphers"
section (since we can easily transfer the message in blocks of
64 − 128 bits), however the idea behind stream ciphers is that every
"information unit" gets encrypted by using a different key (or
different parts of the same key), while in block ciphers the same key is
used for every block.

According to the above note it is necessary to use a (pseudo) random
number generation method.
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Using (pseudo) random numbers for encryption

Many algorithms and protocols use random numbers for encryption
(or for secure communication). Some examples:

RSA key generation.

Generating keys for one work session in network protocols.

Peer authentication (defending against replay attacks).

Stream ciphers.

Random numbers generated by computers are (mostly) not really
random (they are are just regular numbers with an extremely long
period), thus it is better to use the name pseudo random numbers.
From now on however we omit the word pseudo.
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Requirements towards generated random numbers

Every random number which we want to use during encryption must
fulfill the following two criteria:

1 Uniform distribution: if we take a "long enough" sequence then
we need to make sure that no number is appearing significantly
more (less) than the others. On the other hand we also need to
ensure that there are no "large blocks" which are containing the
same number. To verify these two properties we can use many
statistical test.

2 Independence: we must ensure that if anybody knows any part
of the sequence then he/she will not be able to gain any
information regarding other parts of the sequence. Unfortunately
we do not have any tests to prove independence, however we
have many to prove that a sequence of numbers is not
independent.
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How do they work?

The classic stream ciphers usually process the input data in
"byte-long" units, however it is also possible to process the message
in bits, or even in bigger units. One of the easiest stream cipher is
when we generate byte-long (8 bit long) random numbers and simply
use the XOR operation on these numbers and the bytes of our
information. Decryption is easy if we know the key, however almost
impossible without it.
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Note

If we are able to generate "proper" (pseudo) random numbers, then
stream ciphers have at least the same security as block ciphers.
However they have two main advantages over block ciphers:

1 Easier to implement: usually the algorithm is much more easier.

2 Faster: since the algorithm is easier, the encryption process is
faster.
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Note

While they have nice advantages, they have a big disadvantage as
well:

1 Reuse of keys: if we are using a block cipher then we can use
the same key to encrypt many different message, since some
steps inside each round is there to mask or severe the connection
between the key and the information. However at stream ciphers
if we use the same key for multiple different messages then it
becomes easy to break the encryption (e.g. if the key is the same
then if we simply add to encrypted messages together by using
the XOR operation, then the result will be the same as the XOR
sum of the two unencrypted messages. From this point if we
know one of the messages we immediately know the other one as
well without actually knowing the key).
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RC4 - Rivest Cipher 4

A stream cipher algorithm designed by Ron Rivest (one of the
developers of the RSA). The algorithm is extremely easy, both the
implementation, both the encryption is very fast.

The RC4 algorithm

1 First we create a permutation of the 0, . . . , 255 numbers. For this
let ℓ be the length of the key (in bytes) (min. 1, max. 256)
S = [0, 1, . . . , 255];
int j = 0;
for(int i=0;i<256;i++){

j = (j + S[i] + key[i % ℓ]) % ℓ;
S[i] ↔ S[j] swap;

}
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The RC4 algorithm

2 After the first step the initial key is not used anymore. The other
parts of the algorithm only use the S array:

int i, j = 0;
while(1){

i = (i + 1) % 256;
j = (j + S[i]) % 256;
S[i] ↔ S[j] swap;
k = S[(S[i] + S[j]) % 256];

}

3 Finally we add the value of k to the actual byte of the
unencrypted message by using a XOR operation.
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Note 1.

If the generation of the initialization key is secure, then the RC4
algorithm is also secure. For example one of the big weaknesses of
the WEP algorithm is that this generation step was very easy to
compromise. Although the RC4 algorithm is very strong, because if
this potential weakness less and less network protocols use it (e.g.
since 2015 TLS is not using it. Also even Internet Explorer stopped
supporting it from version 11).

Note 2.

Although the public belief is that RC1, RC2 and RC3 are the
predecessors of RC4, this is not true. Similarly, RC5 and RC6 are not
its successors. RC2,5,6 are block ciphers, while RC4 is a stream
cipher. RC3 was broken during its development phase and RC1 was
never published.
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Introduction

The main difference between symmetric and asymmetric
cryptosystems is that while for symmetric ciphers we use the same
key for encryption and decryption, for the asymmetric algorithms
encryption requires a totally different key than decryption. This has a
couple advantages over the symmteric systems:

1 We do not need to protect the key which is used for encryption,
since it is impossible to acquire the original message without
knowing the "deciphering" key.

2 It is easy to use them in different authentication
algorithms/protocols, since the private key is usually owned by
one person, so if we send the encrypted message to the recipient:
"If you are Bob, write back "hello"!", then we can be sure that if
we got back the appropriate response then it is coming from Bob
(since nobody else is able to decode the message).
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Introduction

Of course they have some disadvantages compared to symmetric
systems:

1 Encryption is usually slower.

2 Every person who takes part in the communication requires one
private key. So if 5 people want to talk to each other, then
everybody need one private key and 4 "public" one.

Because of these problems the asymmetric cryptosystems are mainly
used during (user)authentication processes and in symmetric
algorithms to transfer the keys securely.
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These algorithms can be divided into three main types:

1 Algorithms depending on prime factorization: they rely on
the "fact" (actually belief) that multiplying two big primes is
easy, however if given a big n number it is very hard to find out
which two primes are dividing it.

2 Algorithms depending on the discrete log problem: they rely
on the belief that if we choose a big p prime and the elements of
the modulo p residue class then the ax ≡ k (mod p) congruence
is very hard to solve if we only know a, k and p.

3 Encryption based on elliptic curves: a not too frequently used
(yet!) encryption technique, although it is possible to get the
same level of security as in other methods but by using a smaller
key. The main idea is that it is hard to find some special types of
"points" on elliptic curves (a type of mathematical structure)
over finite fields.
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Example

The "power" of the prime factorization and the discrete logarithm
algorithms can easily be demonstrated by using the following two
examples:

1 Bob shares this number on his mailing list:
n = 11398009713181119007003139865768053573233826 . . .
. . . 1500714121611891. Everybody who want to send an
encrypted message to Bob can use this freely in the "Bob
encryption" algorithm. Bob is able to decrypt these secret
messages by using the - easily verifyable - fact that
n = 123704460845915294158263842213 × . . .
. . .× 921390355306453757822356042807.

If somebody only knows n, then it is almost impossible to find
out the above two numbers (of course for this "small" number it
is actually easy).
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Example

2 John shares the following information with his friends:
a = 23
k = 87451309362976211764331237294
p = 576128777048823391460081496583

The he says that if anybody want to send him a message, he/she
can use the "John encryption" algorithm and the fact that

ax ≡ k (mod p)

As soon as the messages arrive, John can easily decode them by
using the (secret) information that x = 15687235.



Thank you for your attention!


